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After the non-tradable shares reform, the differences between the non-tradable 
shares and tradable shares are narrowing gradually, the interest of major shareholders 
is getting in line with the interest of minority shareholders; the largest shareholder has 
reduced its proportion of holding shares. Do the change of ownership structure and 
market screening mechanism influence the cash dividend policy of listed corporation? 
Do the main factors influencing dividend policy in listed corporation change after the 
non-tradable shares reform? Following the non-tradable shares reform is the cash 
dividend policy more reasonable than before? Does th  listed corporation pay more 
attention to the balance between the companies’ future interest and shareholders’ 
interest when the corporation set the dividend policy? Has the situation been relieved 
that major shareholders do harm to the interest of minority shareholders through cash 
dividend policy? These problems are well worth our discussion. 
The paper analyzes dividend policy of the listed corporation which had finished 
their reform by the end of 2006. Backed up by the data from year 2004 to 2005 of 
these corporations as a sample before the non-tradable shares reform, and 2006 to 
2007 as a sample after the non-tradable shares reform, the paper compares how the 
factors (Ownership Structure, Equity Properties, Equity balance, Profitability, the 
Ability of Payout in Cash, Growth Opportunities, Capit l Structure and Asset Size) 
influence the possibility and the level of dividends payment, which is the base to show 
how the reform affects the dividend policy in listed corporation, by using the 
empirical research methods. The result indicates that Ownership Concentration, 
Equity Properties, Profitability, Capital Structure and Asset Size are the predominant 
factors influencing the possibility of dividend payment. In addition little changes have 
taken place after the non-tradable shares reform. The empirical study on the factors 
influencing the level of dividend payment shows that the non-tradable shares reform 













 II  
with the ability of payout in cash. After the non-tradable shares reform, most 
companies begin to pay more attention to the ability of payout in cash; operating cash 
flow is positively related to the cash dividends. However, little changes are not found 
in ownership structure variables, which influence cash dividends since the 
non-tradable shares reform. The positive relationship between cash dividend and 
ownership concentration remain the same, as is the cas with the relationship between 
cash dividend and percentage of shareholding by the largest shareholder, whenever 
before and after the reform. After the non-tradable shares reform, the interest of major 
shareholders is getting in line with the interest of minority shareholders. Moreover, 
the stock price is the basis of their common value judgments, owing to reduction of 
the relative level of cash dividends by the listed companies, while the largest 
shareholders still prefer the higher cash dividends. 
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1.3 研究内容与框架结构 












1.3.2  研究框架结构 
本文研究框架结构见图 1-1。 
1.4  研究创新 
创新之处主要有以下两点： 
研究对象有所创新。本文选取在 2006年完成股权分置改革的公司为研究对
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